<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Farrel's Dine-In Menu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**America's Original Ice Cream Parlor Restaurant**

**Farrel's Kiddie Party**
- Fun for Pre-Schoolers
- Utterly Captivating Clown Sundae
- Hilariously Happy Hats
- Delicious Soft Drinks
- Foolish Funmakers

Any number of kids ... 1.25 each

**Farrel's Mountain Party**
- Fun Party For Four
- Mammoth Mountain Sundae
- Happy Hats
- Foolish Funmakers
- Delicious Soft Drinks

Min. 4 people ... 2.00 each

**Farrel's Zoo Party**
- Old Fashioned Fondue for 18 Fanciers
- Fantastical Farrel's Zoo Sundae
- Happy Hats
- Foolish Funmakers
- Delicious Soft Drinks

Min. 10 or more people ... 2.50 each

**Farrel's Teen-Age Party**
- Incredible Farrel's Zoo Sundae
- Famous Giant Onion Bun Burger
- French Fries
- Delicious Soft Drinks

Min. 10 or more people ... 3.00 each

**Do-It-Yourself Party Fun**
- Gala gift packs with surprises and favors for funseekers 5 to 105
- 1.25 each

**Birthday Cakes**
- Farrel's own delightfully decorated party cakes
- Fun food for fun men, should be ordered one day in advance
- 5.00 each

**Fun Food Hamburgers**
- Fabulous food like you’ve never chewed.
- Under any detectable delicious skin from the Farrel's menu to flavor your fun party feast.

**Birthdays Parties**
- Or Parties for Any Reason Whatsoever

**Splendiferous**

**All Parties Served With Much Happiness And Fanfare • No Reservations Needed**

**Free Sundae for Everyone On Their Birthdays!**
KIDDIES' MENU

Fare! Fare! - the Delicacies of the Old and Young, Rich and Poor, Wo and Otherwise

1. FRENCH DEP SANDWICH
2. BAR BQ BEEF
3. GIANT NEW YORK HOT PASTRAMI
4. OUR FAMOUS DUO SOUP 'N SALAD

KIDDIES’ SANDWHES

1. HANGERBEEF...2.50
3. GRAILLED CHEESE SAMICH...1.00

BEVERAGES

SANKA, ICE COFFEE, TEC (HOT, TEA (RED)...
EXTRA LARGE MILK, CHOCOLATE MILK and BUTTERMILK...
FARELL'S SPECIAL HOT CHOCOLATE...
ALL THE COFFEE YOU CAN DRINK...

For Your Sweet Tooth

A trip to Farrell's is not complete without ice cream! Small lab of our Farrell's Famous Ice Cream or Sherbert.

Your Choice of 10 FLAVORS...
**SODAS**

**OUR FAMOUS DOUBLE**

**ICE CREAM SODAS**

- Phosphate added (Mmmmm-good)
- Probably order seconds.
- **SOOPEL DOUBLE FLOATS 1.50**
  - Farrell's special home-made recipes.
  - You'll FREEZE TO COOL YOU
  - It's the best! Vanilla, bet, too.
  - Not so giant slab
  - Coffee.

**SUPER DOUBLE, DOUBLE SODA 1.50**

- Beep! Wait till you see the glass. (Such a deal)

**SHAKES**

**OLD TIME RICH CREAMY SHAKES**

- (Nice color)
- Vanilla
- Root Beer
- Pineapple
- Cherry
- Butterscotch
- Coffee
- Coffee (Chocolate Soda with Coffee Ice Cream)
- (Bob Farrell's favorite)

**BEVERAGES**

- With old fashion milk—3½
- SMALL (served in a mug) .75
- REGULAR (our most popular shake) 1.00
- SUPER DOUBLE (when?) Served in our famous Super Double Gin.
- FREEZES TO COOL YOU 1.00
  - (Fruity flavors for summer's heat)
- BIG, BIG, glass Orange, Raspberry or Lime

**SOOPER DOUBLE FREEZES 1.50**

- (Choose)
- **ICE CREAM FLOWS**
  - (A real old liner)
  - Your favorite flavor of ice cream and soda in a big glass
  - Coke, Root Beer or 7-up.

**SOOPER DOUBLE FLOATS 1.50**

- (Served with ice)
- Coke Orange, Root Beer, Green River, Sunoco
- .30 & .40
- Phosphate added (Mmmmm-good) 2½ extra

**ICE CREAM FLAVORS**

- Rich, old-time barrel barrelin' ice cream made from Farrell's special home made recipes. You'll probable order seconds. We pride ourselves on our quality—we'll never sacrifice this decision.
- It's the best! Vanilla, Chocolate, Strawberry, Butterscotch, Peppermint, Orange, Raspberry and Lime—yet, too.
- Giant old-time Slab .62
- Not so giant slab .55

**POUND CAKE .45**

- With slab of ice cream

**SNACKS (.62)**

- Our famous Double

**ALL AMERICAN BANANA SPL**

- The Flagship of Farrell's Fleet of Fabulous Fountain Shakes. Three giant scoops of our extra rich vanilla, strawberry and chocolate ice cream, smothered with pineapple, strawberry and Dutch Chocolate toppings. Crammed with a gobs of whipped cream, nuts, a ruby red cherry and—oh ya—ya, lady! Not responsible if you eat too. (For expectant mothers, because spills will be made with a quiet drip right upon request day or night.)

**BANANA SPL (A king's favorite)**

- Two large scoops of vanilla ice cream, split banana, topped with pure whipped cream, toasted almonds, a marshmallow half and served with a generous mug of real hot fudge. We call it our top banana.

**FROSTY-ANA (Lime 6 1/2 oz.) 1.35**

- Served in a tall dish. Hot fudge sundae with buns, almonds and whipped cream.

**STRAWANA (A real picasso) 1.25**

- Served in a tall dish. Strawberry sundae with buns, almonds and whipped cream.

**FARMER**

- A dainty combination of our home Ice Cream Sundae.

**MATINEE IDOL 1.00**

- People call when they see it!
- Strawberry, vanilla ice cream, chocolate topping, nuts, strawberry ice cream, whipped cream, nuts and a cherry.

**MOCHA NUT 1.00**

- (Perfect combination)
- Coffee, chocolate, ice cream, butterscotch topping, two large scoops of ice cream, chocolate topping, coffee ice cream, whipped cream, nuts and a cherry.

**BELLY BLOATS**

- (Not Quite impossible—but fun trying)

**GIRSON GIRL (Old time butter) 2.50**

- A combination of Farrell's rich creamy vanilla ice cream, world's finest butterscotch cherry sundae, topped with red whipped cream, exotic sherbets and toasted almonds (A real mocha buttery)

**TWO ON A BLANKET 2.75**

- (Sleep on this)
- Fruit cake with scoop of chocolate and vanilla ice cream, hot fudge, marshmallow, nuts, whipped cream and cherries. (Big enough for two)

**THE TROUGH 3.00**

- Fit for a pig (you eat from the trough). Special award if you eat this out yourself. Plenty for two—just you and you.

**MAUNA-KEA 5.95**

- (Climb this one) Serve 1-4
- A mountain of rich vanilla, strawberry, chocolate, strawberry, coffee and butter pecan ice cream, hot fudge, whipped cream, topped with a marshmallow, a luscious chocolate, whipped cream, with a valley of bananas and strawberry topping below. What a mess huh oh so good! For groups over 4 we will make large quantities at the per head extra.

**HONOLULU XOXO 11.05**

- (Dingle up, kids)

- So huge it takes two strong men to deliver it to you! Their hands must come over five feet from the ground. Three giant scoops of our famous ice cream: FRUITES, natural fruit flavors sherbets. FIVE different and delicious sherbets, plus a combination of Farrell's finest hot fudge, whipped cream, nuts and banana. Additional serving 95c per person

- Our Service is Fast

- No Matter How Long It Takes

**OUR SERVICE IS FAST**

- Fast like a rocket

**NO SUBSTITUTIONS PLEASE**

- No Free Person Minimum Service during our peak hours
- Any request for substitutions of our Fabulous fountain shakes will only result in fine or imprisonment or both.
- A foundation of thick, hot fudge and vanilla ice cream. Topped with more creamy whipped cream and a cherry.

**OUR FAMOUS OLD FASHIONED SUNDAE**

- Vanilla ice cream topped with gobs of whipped cream, chocolate syrup, maraschino cherry and wafer. A size for everyone. Choice of topping: Chocolate, Strawberry, Butterscotch, Pineapple, Blackberry, Marshmallow
- SINGLE SCOOP (perfect after a meal) .65
- DOUBLE SCOOP (doubly delicious) 1.00
- TRIPLE SCOOP (good riddance) 1.25

**HOT FUDGE SUNDAE (Fantastic)**

- SINGLE-SCOPED (smooched with hot fudge) ..... .75
- DOUBLE-SCOPED WITH FUDGE 1.25
- TRIPLE-SCOPED WITH TWO LAYERS OF FUDGE 1.75
- Not one but two silver cupsful! ..... 2.25

**BLACK AND WHITE 1.25**

- Cheese ice cream, maraschino, vanilla ice cream, but fudge, almonds, whipped cream and a cherry.

**THE GOLDREIGN SUNDAE**

- (You'll dig this one)
- You'll be in a happy with two or three onions of rich vanilla ice cream, chocolate syrup, almonds and cherry. A rich fudge sundae topped with more creamy ice cream syrup, a dash of nutmeg. An old fashioned concoction to make your comeback! Join the Apple Corps.

**APPLE PANDOWDY 1.35**

- (Go on)
- Two generous scoops of rich vanilla ice cream, chocolate syrup, nuts and a cherry. A mountain of rich vanilla, chocolate, cream, topped with more creamy whipped cream and a cherry.

**FREE BIRTHDAY SUNDAE**

- We'd like to wish you Happy Birthday.
- Give us your birthday and we'll give you a FREE BIRTHDAY SUNDAE. For information on our special Birthday parties look on the back of this menu. This is our top sundae.
- Three heaping scoops of richest ice cream sundae in these parts. A combination of Farrell's rich creamy vanilla ice cream, world's finest butterscotch chocolate sundae, topped with red whipped cream, exotic sherbets and toasted almonds (A real mocha buttery)

- Any request for substitutions of our Fabulous fountain shakes will only result in fine or imprisonment or both.
- A foundation of thick, hot fudge and vanilla ice cream. Topped with more creamy whipped cream, nuts and a cherry.

- A perfect combination
- Pear ice cream, chocolate, strawberries, whipped cream, nuts and a cherry.
Syrups, Sodas & Sundae's

Back when Andy Jackson was still in the backwaters of Tennessee, the folk were sipping unhallowed waters thanks to a fellow named John Matthews. In a matter of a few years, these waters were added to corsets, the toot, and one summer day in 1874 a desperate concoction who had run out of syrup during the seven rash accepted the ice cream into a glass of hotly watered and gross, thus real syrup was created. A few years later prohibitions in Evans- ton, Illinois, declared ice cream drinking and outlawed sodas on Sunday. A loophole was found through endurance efforts. He left the soda water and simply served the syrup on top of the ice cream. Even the world's first ice cream "Sunday"—with spelling changed to honor when taxes were. But Nesco is here in the ice cream world.

FIRST CENTURY FIDDLER FATHERS FOUNTAIN FANTASIES

Nesco was his name. Engineer of the Roman Empire. Fiddler fountain as statues and fountains. He started it all. He lead the brilliant harvestest that led to the Galatian history of Ice Cream. It was Nesco who sent slaves of ice to the northern Alps for ice and snow to freeze the fruit drinks he favored.

Then in the "Gay Nineties" of the nineteenth century a traveler named Marco Polo bought back a recipe for making water ices from the Orient—and that Asians had been en- joying for thousands of years.

CHARLES OF ROUND THE FIZZ

Actually, he was Charles the First of Eng- land. He lost his head just over a year ago. It’s their favorite at the dagger. And dates didn’t cost a mint of money. Everyone thought life was just grand. Farrell wouldn’t have it any other way. From the Stone Age to the Iron Age to the Nuclear Age to the Ice Cream Age, civilization marches on. And dates didn’t cost a mint of money.

The ice cream has spread to the four corners of the world. As a fiddler, Nesco said not so much. But Nesco is here in the ice cream world.

SYRUPS, SODAS & SUNDAES

Back when Andy Jackson was still in the backwaters of Tennessee, the folk were sipping unhallowed waters thanks to a fellow named John Matthews. In a matter of a few years, these waters were added to corsets, the toot, and one summer day in 1874 a desperate concoction who had run out of syrup during the seven rash accepted the ice cream into a glass of hotly watered and gross, thus real syrup was created. A few years later prohibitions in Evans- ton, Illinois, declared ice cream drinking and outlawed sodas on Sunday. A loophole was found through endurance efforts. He left the soda water and simply served the syrup on top of the ice cream. Even the world's first ice cream "Sunday"—with spelling changed to honor when taxes were. But Nesco is here in the ice cream world.

THE ICE CREAM AGE

From the Stone Age to the Ice Age to the Nuclear Age to the Ice Cream Age, civilization marches on. And dates didn’t cost a mint of money. Everyone thought life was just grand. Farrell wouldn’t have it any other way. From the Stone Age to the Iron Age to the Nuclear Age to the Ice Cream Age, civilization marches on. And dates didn’t cost a mint of money.

The ice cream has spread to the four corners of the world. As a fiddler, Nesco said not so much. But Nesco is here in the ice cream world.

THE SIGH BEHIND ROUND THE FIZZ

Actually, he was Charles the First of Eng- land. He lost his head just over a year ago. It’s their favorite at the dagger. And dates didn’t cost a mint of money. Everyone thought life was just grand. Farrell wouldn’t have it any other way. From the Stone Age to the Iron Age to the Nuclear Age to the Ice Cream Age, civilization marches on. And dates didn’t cost a mint of money.

The ice cream has spread to the four corners of the world. As a fiddler, Nesco said not so much. But Nesco is here in the ice cream world.

ICE CREAM CONE IS WORLD’S FAVORITE

The St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904. What an extraordinary. But strangely enough, the thing that made the show was an edible cone-shaped treat covered with a scoop of ice cream.

The ice cream cone was born. Here was real refreshment made for the millionaires, not the millionaires. Since that time, billions upon billions of ice cream cones have been baked and shaped to perfection.

Ice Cream Cone is World’s FAVORITE

The St. Louis World’s Fair, 1904. What an extraordinary. But strangely enough, the thing that made the show was an edible cone-shaped treat covered with a scoop of ice cream.

The ice cream cone was born. Here was real refreshment made for the millionaires, not the millionaires. Since that time, billions upon billions of ice cream cones have been baked and shaped to perfection.

FABULOUS FARRELLS

GREAT ICE CREAM. GOOD FOOD. GOOD TIMES.

You might set a bell for Bob Farrell. He looks back on kind of a lovesick emotion that happens days of year when commemorations were really, really, extremely remembered. Farrell said it was really, really, extremely remembered. Bob's the man who brought back the good old Ice Cream Parlour Restaurants. He's a bell for an unbeatable formula of fantastic fountain food in an exciting dining atmosphere. He's the sire of sunrises and sunsets and the ice cream is the sweetener. Mark the temporary demise of the old fashioned family ice cream parlours. Farrell's brings ice cream parlor restaurants back to all America.

THE FARRELLS PROMISE

We believe, by just being in busi- ness, we can have a positive effect on our customers that they must be satis- fied. Farrell's was created by the founders in the days of yore when complexions were bright red flocked wallpaper, to the Tiffany lamps hanging from our ceilings. Not imitations. They're the genuine article. Farrell's represents. And we invite the guys of the past. You'll see this in the rib-tickling photos. They're genuine article. Farrell's, too. The genuine article at about $6.00.

You won't even have to leave your seat. Just back around. Let's invite with the Farrell's Tiffany lamps hanging from our ceilings. Not imitations. They're the genuine article. Farrell's represents.

The genuine article at about $6.00.

NOW TAKE A QUICK LOOK AT US

We believe, by just being in busi- ness, we can have a positive effect on our customers that they must be satis- fied. Farrell's was created by the founders in the days of yore when complexions were bright red flocked wallpaper, to the Tiffany lamps hanging from our ceilings. Not imitations. They're the genuine article. Farrell's represents.

You won't even have to leave your seat. Just back around. Let's invite with the Farrell's Tiffany lamps hanging from our ceilings. Not imitations. They're the genuine article. Farrell's represents.

The genuine article at about $6.00.
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